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•

On Wednesday, 30 October, the Government of Bangladesh signed a USD 100 Mn financing agreement with the World Bank
to improve and provide water supply, sanitation, and drainage system facilities in selected 30 municipalities, benefiting about
600,000 people.

•

According to the provisional estimated figures released by the Bangladesh Bank, earnings from exports in Bangladesh declined
by 7.30% to USD 2.91 Bn in September 2019 as compared to USD 3.14 Bn recorded in September 2018.

•

Hong Kong's quarterly Gross Domestic Product (GDP) data released by the Census and Statistics Department revealed that
the economy's growth declined by 2.9% in Q3, 2019 on a y-o-y basis, lower as compared to increase of 0.4% in Q2, 2019. The
slowdown was mainly attributable to the weak performance in domestic & external demand.

•

The Department of Statistics of Singapore, highlighted that on an m-o-m basis, the country's Import, Export price and Domestic
Supply Price indices rose by 0.2%, 0.5% and 0.4%, respectively in September 2019, while the Singapore Manufactured
Products (SMP) remained unchanged during the period under review.

•

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has projected Sri Lanka's growth at 3.5% for 2020, up from 2.7% growth in 2019 on
account of expectations of improvement in tourist arrivals and related activities. IMF further stated that sustained fiscal policy
discipline remains critical to strengthen resilience and support growth, as important downside risks remain amid heightened
external and domestic uncertainty.

Stock Markets – Bangladeshi indices snap positive sentiments in the region

Bangladeshi indices snapped their previous week's gaining streak as investors remained cautious amid declarations of poor earnings
& dividends by listed companies coupled with market volatility. Bearish stance was witnessed during the week as more than 22 listed
companies have declared 'no' dividend for the year ended on June 30, 2019. The DSEX was dragged down by profit booking in major
sectors including engineering (4.05%), telecom (3.02%), power (2.80%), non-banking financial institutions (2.49%) and banking
(2.25%).
Meanwhile, the Sensex gained the most amongst its peers and closed above the 40,000-point mark. The index was supported by
positive global cues and expectations of positive corporate earnings amid improvement in business conditions. The Hang Seng
reversed its previous week's down trend, supported by buying in banking and property sectors. This was coupled with the Hong Kong
Monetary Authority (HKMA) latest move of lowering the interest rate by 25bps to 2% and easing its monetary policy stance. The
Nikkei 225 and the STI ended higher amid US-China trade talks and US Central Bank's decision of rate cut for the third time this
year.
*Note: DSEX (Dhaka Stock Exchange Index), CSE 30 (Chittagong Stock Exchange), Sensex (Bombay Stock Exchange), Hang Seng
(Stock market index for Hong Kong Stock Exchange), Nikkei 225 (Stock market index for the Tokyo Stock Exchange), STI (Stock market
index for Singapore stock market)

# The trading week for DSEX & CSE 30 is from Sunday to Thursday. The trading week for all other markets are from Monday to Friday.

Global Currency Markets - Greenback slips after interest rate cut

The US Dollar strengthened against major currencies on Friday, 25 October on Brexit uncertainty and after the European Central
Bank (ECB) kept accommodative monetary policy stance and interest rates unchanged. Meanwhile, the Pound traded lower following
news of voting for an early general election in the parliament. On Monday, the Pound gained following the news that European Union
(EU) has agreed to Brexit deadline extension up to 31st January 2020. The Dollar gained against safe havens amid optimism that
the US and China would reach a trade deal.
On Tuesday, the Pound and the Euro held steady after UK parliament MPs voted in the House of Commons in favour of holding an
early general election on 12 December 2019. Meanwhile, the Dollar remained under pressure as investors kept cautious stance
ahead of the Federal Reserve meeting. On Wednesday, the Dollar slipped after the Federal Reserve (Fed) cut its interest rates for
the third time this year. The Fed continued its "mid-cycle adjustment" by reducing interest rates by 25bps to 1.5%-1.75% range and
indicated that it would pause the monetary easing cycle before implementing additional rate cuts. The Pound gained as fear of nodeal Brexit faded amid general election announcement. Meanwhile, the Yen gained on safe haven appeal amid US-China trade talks
and after the Bank of Japan kept its interest rate unchanged; however, hinted for future rate cuts.

Global Commodity Markets - Oil prices snap three-week gaining streak

Crude: Oil prices gained by more than 1% on Friday, 25 October amid supply concerns and optimism surrounding US-China trade
deal. This was coupled with latest data from Baker Hughes which revealed a decline in number of active rigs drilling in US by 21 to
830 last week. On Monday, oil prices ended lower after Russia's Energy Ministry stated that OPEC and its oil-exporting allies would
factor in the slowdown of US oil output growth during their output agreement meeting in December 2019. Oil prices ended mixed on
Tuesday on news of progress in US-China Phase 1 agreement (partial trade deal). Crude futures fell on Wednesday following data
from US Energy Information Administration (EIA) which revealed an increase in US crude inventories by 5.7 Million barrels last
week. The EIA further stated that at 438.9 Million barrels, US inventories are about 1% above the five-year average for this time of
year. On Thursday, oil prices extended their losing streak on weak factory data in China, coupled with Federal Reserve's interest
rate cut decision and uncertainty surrounding US-China trade talks.
Gold: The price of the yellow metal closed above the 1,500-ounce mark on a weaker Dollar following US Federal Reserve's
interest rate cut decision.

Country Risk Update - Edition: October 2019 - Hong Kong (S.A.R.)
D&B Country Risk Indicator – DB3c
Level of Risk – Slight Risk
Ratings Outlook – Stable
Business Environment Quality: Hong Kong has one of the world's best trade and
commercial environments; maintaining its competitiveness as a regional entrepot and
commercial hub is a government priority. It ranks fourth in the World Bank's Doing Business
2019 index, and seventh in the World Economic Forum's Global Competitiveness Report
2018, including second for both infrastructure and the financial system. Given the trading
links to the equity and bond markets, the business environment is significantly influenced by
developments in the mainland China, including: the Chinese Yuan's (CNY) value (as the HKD
is pegged to the USD); economic growth; the strength of China's financial system (to which
Hong Kong banks are exposed); and market volatility. Growth in the second quarter of 2019
was weak at 0.5% y-o-y, and a brief recession is expected in H2 offsetting the growth in H1
- the weakest result in a decade. Private consumption was close to a standstill before protests
against the suspended extradition bill intensified, and the disruptions from over four months
of mass protests and intensifying skirmishes with police have further harmed commerce and discouraged tourists. The law would
have been a long-term negative for the business environment. If there is any hard-line Chinese backlash, this could have a more
serious impact, and result in an enduring pattern of capital flight.
Short-Term Economic Outlook: Tourism and retail sales plummet
In our previous CIS report in late September we highlighted the significant impact the current protests had been having on the real
economy, which has been far more substantial than was seen in the 2014 Occupy protests, which were quieter and contained to
Central district. August retail sales data, released on 2 October, showed a dramatic -23% y-o-y decline, the largest in at least four
decades, and more than double the decline seen in July. The driver for this decline was a fall in visitors, presumably including both
tourists and business travellers. There were only 3.6 Million visitors in August, down by -39% y-o-y, up from only a -5% decline in
July, including a -46% decline in overnight visitors. Both of these indicators are expected to have declined further in September. This
supports the downgrade in the risk rating.
The DB risk indicator is divided into seven bands, ranging from DB1 through DB7, with DB1 indicating the lowest degree of risk. Each
band is subdivided into quartiles (a-d), with an 'a' designation representing slightly less risk than a 'b' designation and so on.

Global Business & Finance Update
• According to the US Bureau of Economic Analysis, the country's Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) increased at an annual rate
of 1.9% in Q3, 2019 as compared to 2.0% in Q2, 2019. The increase in real GDP was supported by positive contributions from
personal consumption expenditures (PCE), federal, local & state government spending and non-residential fixed investment.

• Personal income in the US increased by USD 50.2 Bn (0.3%) in September 2019 on a m-o-m basis according to estimates released
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The rise was mainly driven by an increase in personal interest income, farm proprietors'
income and government social benefits.

• Latest preliminary flash estimate released by the Eurostat indicated that seasonally adjusted GDP in the Euro Area rose by 0.2%
in Q3, 2019, unchanged as compared to the growth of 0.2% in Q2, 2019.

• According to the World Bank's Commodity Markets Outlook, energy and metal commodity prices are expected to continue to fall
in 2020 following sharp declines in 2019 on a weaker outlook for global growth and consequent softer demand.

• China's Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) decreased by 0.5 percentage points to 49.3% in October 2019 from 49.8% in
September 2019, the National Bureau of Statistics of China indicated.
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